TECHNOLOGY INTELLIGENCE SERVICE

IoT Cybersecurity
FEATURED TOPICS
IoT security market overview
Security technology and
services

Complete coverage of the hardware, software,
and supporting services that help protect IoT devices
and their data
Real-time access to a continuous flow of research across geographies, topics,
and application areas:

Orchestration and automation

Analyst insights
Frequent analyst commentary and
analysis on product launches and
market news

Reports
Annual topical reports addressing key
focus areas with in-depth analysis on
market and technology trends

Management and analysis

Market tracker

Vertical market briefs
Studies addressing key vertical
markets, delivered throughout the
year

Threat detection and mitigation

Historic and forecasted market data,
delivered in Excel and accompanied
by written analysis
Analytical database tool
Tailored views of application market
data

Analyst access
For prompt response to urgent and
unique questions

Clients of this Intelligence Service will receive:
IoT Cybersecurity Market Tracker – Coverage of the wide range of products and
services that are used to bring security solutions like threat detection and
mitigation to the IoT realm
Product Guide and Market Trends Report – In-depth examination of market
trends, segmented by technology and IoT vertical, including high-level vendor
analysis
Customer Survey – North America – A survey of small, medium, and large
businesses, focusing on their plans for securing IoT devices within their
networks
Vertical case studies and market briefs – Concise case studies and market
briefs on the implementation of specific solutions designed to meet the
unique requirements of the IoT cybersecurity market
Continuous and timely insights from industry experts – Reportage on
market news, trends, and activities as they happen, including access to
analysts for urgent questions

Research coverage
Security hardware and software

Security methodologies

Measures

Cloud data security
DDoS protection services
Device gateway appliances
Embedded technologies
Network security solutions
Threat intelligence support
Virtual appliance protection

Access control
Analysis and management
Authentication
Encryption
Orchestration and automation
Penetration testing
Threat detection and mitigation
Vulnerability assessment

Revenues

Vertical markets
Automotive / transportation
Aerospace and military
Automotive – ADAS and others
Automotive – other
Infotainment

Consumer
Home appliances
Home automation
Consumer electronics
PC peripherals
Portable CE
Sports and fitness
Other consumer

Communications
Backbone
Consumer CPE
Enterprise CPE
Licensed mobile radio infrastructure
Mobile handset infrastructure

Computers (enterprise)
Desktop PCs
Portable PCs
Servers

Regions

Sample companies

Worldwide
North America (US and Canada)
Europe, the Middle East, Africa
Caribbean and Latin America (including
Mexico)

A10
Amazon
Bitdefender
CenturyLink
CheckPoint
Cisco

Commercial and industrial electronics
Commercial electronics
Industrial automation
Fixed assets
Mobile assets
Lighting
Power and energy
Security and building automation
Other
Medical
Consumer medical
Clinical devices

Citrix
F5 Networks
Juniper
McAfee
Symantec

Related research
Cybersecurity – Threat Mitigation Technology
Smart Home
Connected Devices
Cloud & Data Center

Wireless IoT Connectivity
MEMS & Sensors
Mobile, Consumer & Connected Devices
Semiconductor Market

For more information technology.ihs.com
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About IHS Markit
IHS Markit (Nasdaq: INFO) is a world leader in critical information, analytics and expertise to forge
solutions for the major industries and markets that drive economies worldwide. The company delivers
next-generation information, analytics and solutions to customers in business, finance and government,
improving their operational efficiency and providing deep insights that lead to well-informed, confident
decisions. IHS Markit has more than 50,000 business and government customers, including 80 percent
of the Fortune Global 500 and the world's leading financial institutions. Headquartered in London, IHS
Markit is committed to sustainable, profitable growth.

